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As a dabbler in wine, I never tire of exploring the vineyards of northern California's Carneros 
region-- all 36,900 acres. When a fellow oenophile suggested I hang my hat at a 20-room luxury 
inn there, named La Residence, I needed little coaxing. 

La Res, as the locals call it, marries decorative restraint to architectural intelligence. Character-
ized by lush landscaping, towering oak trees, and a tree shrouded drive, the inn consists of a 
mansion, built by a river captain in 1870, and a French-style bam. Rooms in both buildings are 
individually designed and blend a particular color theme with period antiques. French doors open 
onto private gardens or verandas, and in most of the spacious bathrooms sits a sunken tile tub, 
big enough for two. 

On arrival, I immediately smelled freshly baked bread. Nose aquiver, I peeked into the enormous 
kitchen, to spot a man clad in Bermuda shorts pulling loaves of bread from the oven. He was 
none other than David Jackson, the co-owner of La Res, and he welcomed me with a slice of 
warm bread as he carried my lone bag past a cerulean pool and a redwood hot tub. 

A four-poster bed awaited me in my room, impeccably made up with imported linens, an ivory 
hand-stitched duvet, and a cloud of pillows. But what to do: should I bike the region, as planned, 
or pluck a bound classic from atop the fireplace mantel and enjoy my quarters? "Don't miss the 
twelve-mile bicycle ride through the meadows," suggested my host, sketching a map that would 
take me past wildflowers and wineries. It was sound advice. 

What is most endearing about La Residence is the joie de vivre and generosity the innkeepers 
bring to each task. Breakfast in the sunny dining room is sprinkled with smiles and friendly 
words from the staff. The ambience is California casual but never intrusive.



As dusk seals the valley, guests are invited to mingle in the garden over a glass or two of regional 
wine. A cluster of stars dances across the sky. After dinner I slide between layers of linen and 
down and savor the sounds of night. Ah, La Res, life has never been better. -Stephanie Levin-
Gervasi 

La Residence, A Luxury Inn, 4066 St. Helena Hwy.; 707-253-0337; $100- $235, breakfast in-
cluded.


